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Quintessential halos around galaxies
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The nature of the dark matter that binds galaxies remains an open question. The favored candidate has so far
been the neutralino. This massive species with evanescent interactions is now in difficulty. It would actually
collapse in dense clumps and would therefore play havoc with the matter it is supposed to shepherd. We focus
here on a massive and noninteracting complex scalar field as an alternate option to the astronomical missing
mass. We investigate the classical solutions that describe the Bose condensate of such a field in gravitational
interaction with matter. This simplistic model accounts quite well for the dark matter inside low-luminosity
spirals whereas the agreement lessens for the brightest objects where baryons dominate. A scalar massm
;0.4 to 1.6310223 eV is derived when both high and low-luminosity spirals are fitted at the same time.
Comparison with astronomical observations is made quantitative through a chi-squared analysis. We conclude
that scalar fields offer a promising direction worth being explored.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The observations of the cosmic microwave backgrou

anisotropies@1# point towards a flat Universe. The determ
nation of the relation between the distance of luminosity a
the redshift of supernovae type Ia~SNeIa! @2# strongly favors
the existence of a cosmological constant which contribute
fraction VL;0.7 to the closure density. The pressure-
density ratiow of that fluid is negative with a value ofw
521 in the case of an exact cosmological constant. Al
natively, this component could be in the form of da
energy—the so-called quintessence—whose simplest in
nation is a neutral scalar fieldF with the Lagrangian density

L5
1

2
gmn]mF]nF2V~F!. ~1!

Should the metric be flat and the field homogeneous,
energy density may be expressed as

r[T0
05

Ḟ2

2
1V~F!, ~2!

whereas the pressure obtains fromTi j [2gi j P so that

P5
Ḟ2

2
2V~F!. ~3!

If the kinetic term is negligible with respect to the contrib
tion of the potential, a pure cosmological constant (v5
21) is recovered. Cosmological scenarios with quintesse
in the form of a scalar field have been investigated@3# with
various potentials and their relevance to structure forma
has been discussed.
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On the other hand, matter contributes a fractionVM
;0.3 to the energy balance of the Universe. The nature
that component is still unresolved insofar as baryons amo
only to @4#

VBh250.0260.002. ~4!

According to common wisdom, nonbaryonic dark mat
would be made of neutralinos—a massive species with w
interactions that naturally arises in the framework of sup
symmetric theories. This approach has given rise to so
excitement in the community and many experimen
projects have been developed to hunt for these elusive
ticles. The general enthusiasm has been recently refre
when numerical simulations have shown that cold dark m
ter would cluster in very dense and numerous clumps@5#
~see, however,@6#!. The halo of the Milky Way should con
tain approximately 500 satellites with a mass in excess
108 M( while only a dozen dwarf spheroidals are seen. T
clumps would also heat and eventually shred the gala
ridge. More generally, this process would lead to the destr
tion of the disks of spirals. A neutralino cusp would form
the centers of the latter. This is not supported by the rota
curves of low surface brightness galaxies that indicate on
contrary the presence of a core with constant density. Fina
two-body interactions with halo neutralinos and its asso
ated dynamical friction would rapidly disrupt the otherwi
observed spinning bar at the center of the Milky Way.

Neutralinos may be in jeopardy. New candidates are un
scrutiny such as particles with self-interactions@7#. An inter-
esting possibility is based on configurations of the abo
mentioned scalar fieldF for which the pressureP vanishes.
An academic example is provided by the exponential pot
tial

V~F!5
1

2
rF

0 exp$2b~F02F!%, ~5!

where the parameterb is
©2001 The American Physical Society28-1
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b5A24pG

VF
. ~6!

In a flat and matter-dominated universe, such a fieldF
would behave just exactly as cold dark matter and wo
contribute a fractionVF5rF

0 /rC
0 to the closure density

More generally, the kinetic energyḞ2/2 should cancel the
potentialV(F) in order for the pressure to vanish and for t
fluid to mimic the effect of nonrelativistic matter. As will b
discussed in the next section, this is actually the case w
F behaves like an axion and oscillates coherently on a t
scale much shorter than the typical durations at stake. A
natively, the fieldF could have additional degrees of fre
dom and rotate in the corresponding internal space. The
that the excess of gravity inside galaxies may be due t
classical configuration of some scalar fieldF has already
drawn some attention. The discussion has nevertheles
mained at an introductory level. A condensate of mass
bosons with repulsive interparticle potential has been po
lated@8# to suppress the formation of structure on subgala
scales. The polytropic index of this bosonic halo varies fr
n51 at low density up ton53 at high density. The stability
and annihilation of such a system has been mentioned in@9#
and a limit on the quartic coupling constant ofF has been
derived. The relevance of scalar fields to the structure
galactic halos and their associated dark matter cannot be
riously addressed without comparing the theoretical rota
curves to the observations. An exponential potential—w
negative overall sign—is shown@10# to lead to flat rotation
curves. A massless and noninteracting complex scalar fie
thoroughly considered in@11#. The self-gravitating structure
of the field is calculated.

We nevertheless feel that these analysis may be impro
in several ways. To commence, a negative potential does
seem quite appealing. It actually leads to unphysical sit
tions where the scalar field rolls down the hill indefinite
and converts the infinite amount of energy stored inV,0
into kinetic energy. Then, as mentioned in@12#, the rotation
curves are assumed to be flat up to an infinite distance
both @10# and @11#, the Bose condensate extends to infin
and the mass of the system diverges linearly in the radiur.
The Minkowski metric is no longer recovered at larger. On
the contrary, space exhibits a small deficit of solid angle.
feel that such a behavior is not realistic insofar as the rota
curves of bright spirals are actually found to decrease bey
their optical radius@13#. Another strange consequence is th
Newton’s gravitation does not apply even when the fields
weak. Matching the metric with the Robertson-Walker fo
may also be a problem. Finally, the agreement between
predicted and the observed rotation curves is only qualita
and in the case of@10# is based on just a few examples. Th
goodness of that agreement is not assessed from a qua
tive point of view.

This motivated us to reinvestigate more thoroughly
subject. In the next section, we discuss the general condit
under which a scalar field may bind galaxies. We show t
the same field cannot easily account—at the same time—
the dark matter at galactic scales and for the cosmolog
12352
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quintessence. We explain the reasons which have lead u
consider the model scrutinized in Sec. III. The correspond
rotations curves are derived in Sec. IV and are compared
means of a chi-squared analysis to the universal curves
veiled by@13#. The results are discussed in Sec. V and pr
pects for future investigations are finally suggested.

II. CAN A SCALAR FIELD BIND GALAXIES?

In the weak field approximation of general relativity—o
quasi-Newtonian limit—deviations from the Minkowsk
metric hmn5diag(1,21,21,21) are accounted for by the
perturbationhmn . In the harmonic coordinate gauge where
satisfies the condition

]aha
m2

1

2
]mha

a50, ~7!

this perturbationhmn is related to the source tensor

Smn5Tmn2
1

2
gmnTa

a ~8!

through

hmn~rW !524GE Smn~rW8!

urW82rWu
d3rW8. ~9!

The stress-energy tensor is denoted byTmn . The gravita-
tional potential—which in the quasi-Newtonian approxim
tion is nothing buth00/2—is sourced byS00. Note that in
the case of pressureless matter, one would have 2S005T0

0

and the gravitational potential would just be sourced by
energy density. So, the scalar field generates the same g
tational potential as an equivalent cold matter compon
with energy density 2S00. For this reason, in the presen
context the later quantity can be called theeffectivedensity.
In the simplest case of the neutral scalar fieldF of Eq. ~1!, it
reads

reff[2S0052~]0F!222V. ~10!

Note that unlike the true energy density,reff contains no
space derivatives] iF.

In order to generate the gravitational potential well tha
observed inside galaxies, a distribution of dark matter is g
erally introduced in addition to the baryon population. A
excess of binding ensues and matter is tied more clos
Should the scalar fieldF be responsible for the halos o
galaxies, its effective densityreff would play the role of the
ordinary cold dark matter density, and should in particular
positive. Since the gravitational potential in a galaxy is e
sentially static, we would have to assume—a priori—that the
time derivativeḞ5]0F vanishes. The effective densityreff
would therefore reduce to22V(F) and the field potential
would have to be negative. This is actually the solution s
gested by@10#. However, even if we are not aware of
principle that strictly forbids a negative potential, we wou
prefer to avoid such an unusual assumption. Nothing wo
8-2
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QUINTESSENTIAL HALOS AROUND GALAXIES PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 123528
prevent the system from being unstable in that case and
will therefore disregard this option. On the other hand
static field with positive potentialV leads to a positive New
tonian potential and therefore to repulsion. It would less
the attraction of ordinary matter and disrupt galaxies. Thi
not completely surprising since the same positiveV is pro-
posed to accelerate the expansion of the Universe as its
tents repel each other. This property has led to the h
conclusion that a scalar field could not bind matter ins
galaxies.

Let us assume however that the scalar fieldF varies
much more rapidly than the system in which it is embedd
Our Milky Way rotates in;200 million years. If the field
changes on a much shorter time scale, the associated e
tive density would be felt through its time average

reff52^Ḟ2&22^V&. ~11!

The field F may oscillate for instance at the bottom of th
potential well. The pulsation of the corresponding vibratio
is equal to the scalar massm and may be derived from th
curvature of the potential at its minimum inF50,

m2[V9~0!. ~12!

Actually the field behaves just like an ordinary harmon
oscillator whenever the pulsationm is much larger than the
wave vectork of the self-gravitating configuration. Thi
translates into the condition

2p

m
!R, ~13!

whereR is the typical length on whichF changes apprecia
bly. For the halos of galaxies,R is of order of a few kpc.
BecauseF varies in time like exp(2imt), the kinetic and
potential energies are related on average by

^V~F!&5K Ḟ2

2 L . ~14!

The effective density may now induce a gravitational attr
tion insofar as

reff52^V&.0. ~15!

Allowing the fieldF to vibrate quickly has led to an overa
change of sign with respect to the case considered in@10#.
Notice, furthermore, that the associated pressure vanishe
a result of Eqs.~3! and ~14! so that the scalar fluid behave
just like nonrelativistic matter. Such coherent oscillatio
have already been considered in the literature, in the cas
the axion in particular—see also the interesting discussio
a quintessence field with a late oscillatory stage in@14#.

Another illustration of a fast evolving field is to make
rotate in some internal space. We may look for configu
tions where the dark energy itself—and not its tim
average—is rigorously static. A complex field with a un
formly rotating phase features the simplest realization of t
idea:
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F5
s~r !

A2
e2 ivt. ~16!

If the field is noninteracting but has a massm, the associated
effective density obtains from

reff

2
5S0052Ḟ†Ḟ2U~F!, ~17!

where the potentialU5m2F†F. The pressure of the scala
fluid may be approximated by

P.Ḟ†Ḟ2U~F!, ~18!

when the space derivatives of the field are negligible. T
amounts to once again assuming that the typical lengthR of
the system greatly exceeds 1/v. Whenever the conditionm
.v holds, the pressure is vanishingly small and the sca
fluid behaves as a nonrelativistic component. The associ
effective density becomesreff5v2s2(r ) with no explicit de-
pendence on the time. The complete model will be discus
in the next section where we will consider the possibility
a boson-starlike system extending over a whole galaxy
playing the role of a dark halo.

We conclude this section by pointing out the difficulty
have a common explanation for both the local dark ma
and the cosmological quintessence in terms of a scalar fi
An excess of gravitational binding on galactic scales requ
the condition

Ḟ2>V~F! ~19!

to be fulfilled. Conversely, should the overall pressureP be
negative to account for a cosmological constant, the poten
would have to satisfy the inequality

Ḟ2

2
<V~F!. ~20!

We conclude that the pressure-to-density ratiow must exceed
the value of21/3 in order for both conditions to be simu
taneously met. Such a range seems to be already exclude
the measurements of supernovae SNeIa@2#.

III. THE SELF-GRAVITATING COMPLEX AND MASSIVE
SCALAR FIELD

Boson stars have been extensively studied in the pa
see for instance@15–18#. For clarity, we will briefly summa-
rize the main features of self-gravitating bosons, followi
closely the presentation of@16#. We are interested in the
stable and bounded configurations of a complex scalar fi
obeying the action

S5E A2gd4x L$F,]mF%

5E A2gd4x$gmn]mF†]nF2U~F!%, ~21!
8-3
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where the potentialU is invariant under the global symmetr

F→F85eiaF. ~22!

The conservation of the corresponding conserved curren
crucial for the stability of the boson star. Real scalar fie
have no stable bounded configurations. One can show tha
spherically symmetric minimum-energy solutions depend
time only through a rotating phase so that the complex fi
F may be expressed as in Eq.~16!—see for instance the
Appendix in @16#. In analogy with the hydrogen atom, suc
solutions correspond to the energy eigenstates (n,l 50, m
50). We will see later how the discrete energy levelsn of a
boson star are associated with different values of the rota
parameterv. The parametrization~16! of F is compatible
with a static isotropic metric

dt25e2udt22e2v$dr21r 2du21r 2 sin2 u dw2%, ~23!

where u and v depend only on the radiusr. The Klein-
Gordon equation reads

e22vH s91S u81v81
2

r Ds8J 1v2e22us2U8~s!50.

~24!

The Einstein equations provide two additional independ
equations of motion. We can choose for instance

2v91v821
4v8

r
528pGe2v$W1V1U%, ~25!

and

u91v91u821
1

r
~u81v8!58pG e2v$W2V2U%,

~26!

where the kinetic and gradient contributions to the field
ergy density are respectively denoted by

W5e22u
v2s2

2
and V5e22v

s82

2
. ~27!

From the assumption that boson stars are nonsingular
figurations, asymptotically flat and of finite energy, seve
restrictions can be put on the boundary conditions foru, v,
and s. In order to avoid any singularity at the origin, th
radial derivativesu8, v8, ands8 must vanish atr 50. Actu-
ally, since an angular deficit at the origin would imply a
infinite concentration of energy, we infer the complement
condition v(0)50. This appears explicitly in the Einstei
equations when they are written in a slightly different w
@18#. Anyhow, in this paper, we will focus on the Newtonia
regime for whichv can be shifted by a constant term witho
any modification for the (u,s) solution.

Spacetime is asymptotically Minkowskian if both metr
parametersu and v vanish at infinite distancer. More pre-
cisely, for bounded configurations, one expects that on v
large distances the field will appear as a pointlike massM
and that Schwarzschild’s metric will be recovered:
12352
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eu5
r 2a

r 1a
, ev5H r 1a

r J 2

, a5GM/2. ~28!

Let us focus now on the finite-energy condition. The to
energy can be inferred from the matter and gravitational
grangian. The latter quantity can be calculated by subtrac
to the Einstein-Hilbert action a surface term—as is usua
done for bounded gravitational objects—so that

LG5
1

2GE
0

`

r 2dr eu1v$v8212u8v8%. ~29!

The total energy is the sum of the gravitational energyEG
52LG and of the matter energy

EM5E
0

`

4p r 2dr eu13v$W1V1U%. ~30!

Using the Einstein equation~25!, one can rewrite the tota
energy in terms of the metric and integrate exactly:

EM1EG52G21E
0

`

r 2dr eu1vH v91v821
2

r
v81u8v8J

52G21 lim
r→`

$r 2v8eu1v%. ~31!

Inserting the Schwarzschild asymptotic solution~28!, one
can check that the total mass is the same as the total en
so thatM5EM1EG . Following Eq. ~28!, the mass is also
the limit of a slightly different expression

M52G21 lim
r→`

$r 2v8ev/2%. ~32!

By rewriting this limit as an integral overr, and by using the
Einstein equation~25!, one is able to express the mass
total energy in terms of the field energy density

EM1EG5E
0

`

4p r 2dr e5v/2$W1V1U%. ~33!

Notice that the gravitational contribution is then contained
the factor exp(5v/2). For bounded objects, the sumW1V
1U should, therefore, go to zero faster thanr 23. Another
important quantity is the conserved charge associated
the U(1) global symmetry, i.e., the number of particles m
nus antiparticlesN,

N[E
0

`

4p r 2dr A2gg0m$ i ~F†]mF2]mF†F!%

5
2

vE0

`

4p r 2dr eu13vW. ~34!

The simplest realization of this system occurs with a q
dratic potential U5m2F†F. By inspecting the Klein-
Gordon equation at large radii, one finds that finite-ene
8-4
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QUINTESSENTIAL HALOS AROUND GALAXIES PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 123528
solutions may exist only ifm.v.1 Moreover, as soon asu
and v—respectively,u8 and v8—are small with respect to
unity—respectively, 1/r—the field asymptotically behaves a

s}r 21 exp$2~m22v2!1/2r %. ~35!

Dimensionless equations are obtained by rescaling the
by the Planck mass and the radial coordinate bym21, which
is essentially the Compton wavelength ofF:

s̄5A2pGs, r̄ 5rm. ~36!

Because of the symmetries of the action, the particle masm,
the rotation velocityv, and the lapse functioneu appear in
the dimensionless equations only through the particular c
bination (v/m)2e22u. It is then convenient to define the re
scaled lapse function

e22ū5
v2

m2
e22u. ~37!

Asymptotic flatness imposes a relation between (v/m) and
the value ofū at infinity

v

m
5e2ū(`). ~38!

The solutions can be calculated by integrating a simple s
tem of three variables—s̄, ū, andv—from zero to infinity.
For a givens̄(0), with the assumption thatv(0)50 and all
first derivatives vanish at the origin, there is only one fr
boundary condition left, namely, the value ofū(0). Using an
overshooting method, one finds a discrete set of val
ū(0)n—with n50, . . . ,̀ —such thatū converges at infinity
with s̄ andv smoothly decreasing towards zero. The resu
ing configurations are the energy eigenstates of the sys
The state with minimal energy is characterized by the
sence of nodes—of spheres wheres(r )50—while each
n-excited state has gotn nodes.

Since we will assume that bosons play the role of gala
dark matter, we only need to study the Newtonian regime
which uuu and uvu!1. In this limit, the system has got add
tional symmetries which facilitate the description and clas
fication of the exact numerical solutions. The global order
magnitude ofu andv depends on the parameterj defined by
j2512v2/m2, with j!1 corresponding to the Newtonia
limit. Indeed, one can show@16# that u5O(j2) and v
5O(j2) while u1v5O(j4). So, at order O(j2),
u52v—as usual in the first-order post-Newtonian appro
mation @19#—and the system follows a simple pair of equ
tions

1In the opposite casem,v, the field oscillates at large distanc
like r 21 sin@(v22m2)1/2r #. It fills the Universe with an infinite
amount of energy, unless some truncation mechanism is pu
hand. This problem arises in particular whenm50 @11#, but not for
the solutions considered here.
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2

r̄
ū852s̄2, ~39!

s̄91
2

r̄
s̄852ūs̄. ~40!

The solutions are therefore left invariant by the followin
rescaling:

ū→kū,

s̄→ks̄, ~41!

r̄→k21/2r̄ .

This means that any configuration is fully described by
numbern of nodes and by the field values̄(0) at the origin.
In other words, Newtonian solutions with the same num
of nodes are related among each other through the resc
~41!. The invariance of the solution appears more clea
when relations~39! and ~40! are expressed in terms of th
ratiosS5s̄(r )/s̄(0) andūred5ū(r )/s̄(0),

ūred9 1
2

x
ūred8 52S2, ~42!

S91
2

x
S852ūredS. ~43!

The length parameter is now described byx5mrAs̄(0)

5 r̄As̄(0). Weconclude that once the numbern of nodes is
specified, the value ofūred at the origin is unique, as is th
field configurationS(x). The ratio ūred(0)5ū(0)/s̄(0) has
been computed for the fundamental state, the first exc
states, and also in the limit wheren→`. Our results are
quoted in Table I and are in good agreement with@16#. For
each configuration,v/m could have been calculated from
Eq. ~38! but in practiceū converges very slowly. We obtain
much more precision by taking into account the asympto
Schwarzschild expression~28! which implies that

eu512 r̄ u81O~r 22!. ~44!

Noticing thatu85ū8, we find in the Newtonian limit

12
v

m
5 lim

r→`
$ū2 r̄ ū8%. ~45!

We also compute a dimensionless mass parameter

M̄5 lim
r→`

$ r̄ 2 ū8%5
mM

MP
2

, ~46!

and a rescaled particle number

by
8-5
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TABLE I. Scaling factors forū, (12v/m), M̄ , andN̄ for the fundamentaln50 state and a fewn-excited
states. These numbers are applicable only in the Newtonian limit which is reached when all quantitieu, v,

ū, s̄, and (12v/m) are small with respect to unity.

n ūred(0)5ū(0)/s̄(0) (12v/m)/s̄(0) M̄ /As̄(0) N̄/As̄(0)

0 20.91858 0.97894 2.4 1.2
1 21.2099 0.916 5.4 2.7
2 21.3437 0.892 8.4 4.2
3 21.4282 0.877 11.4 5.7
5 21.5370 0.860 17.4 8.7
10 21.6831 0.839 32 16
` 25.0 4.35 ` `
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N̄5E
0

`

s̄2r̄ 2dr̄5
1

2

m2

MP
2

N. ~47!

While (12v/m) scales ass̄(0), M̄ and N̄ scale asAs̄(0)
with factors depending onn that are given in Table I.

We now focus on rotation curves inside a toy model
galactic halo consisting only of bosonic dark matter. A
baryonic contribution from the disk, the bulge, or any oth
component is neglected here. Test particles with circular
bits of radiusr have rotation speedv,

v2

r
5

]

]r
Fgrav5c2u8. ~48!

So, the rotation curve is given bycAru8. In Fig. 1, we plot
this quantity for the fundamental and then52,4,6 states as
well as for an extremely excited field configuration withn
→`. We also show the rotation curves associated to
usual fitting functions for cold dark matter halos. We fir
consider an isothermal distribution with

r iso}$a21r 2%21, ~49!

wherea stands for the core radius. We also feature the c
of the cuspy profile towards whichn-body numerical simu-
lations point@20#

rcusp}r 21$a1r %22. ~50!

In this case,a approximately corresponds to the radius whe
peak velocity is reached. The overall normalization anda
have been adjusted in order to match the scalar field h
rotation curves. As can be seen on Fig. 1, the curve ass
ated to the cold dark matter isothermal distribution~49! be-
comes flat at large distances as in the largen case. It does no
exhibit, however, the peak which all the other curves featu
At the outskirts of the system, the cuspy distribution~50!
leads to a decrease of the rotation velocity withV 2

} log(r)/r while, in then50,2,4,6 states, the decrease is ty
cally Keplerian. Near the origin, the scalar field configu
tions yield a core with constant density as in the isotherm
case. This is in agreement with recent measurements o
rotation curves of low surface brightness spirals. Note
small wiggles of the excited configurations. This could p
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vide an explanation for some peculiar rotation curves w
oscillatory behavior—as proposed by@11# who obtains simi-
lar curves in his massless model. However, we will not co
sider this possibility in this paper, since we focus in a fi
stage on universal rotation curves of spiral galaxies@13#.

At this point, we must say a few words about the stabil
of such self-interacting bosons. Beside the Newtonian lim
a first complication arises from the fact that—for a giv
number N of particles and numbern of nodes—there are
actually several values of the massM corresponding to static
bounded, and spherically symmetric configurations. Only
lowest-energy state is stable. This phenomenon occurs a
a critical particle numberN;0.3 (MP/m)2. In the Newton-

FIG. 1. Rotation curves inside a galactic halo that consists o
pure self-gravitating scalar field. The corresponding boson is m
sive but has no interactions. The fundamental andn52,4,6 states
are featured together with an extremely excited field configura
for which n→`. Conventional cold dark matter~CDM! halos are
also presented for comparison with mass density given by relat
~49!—isothermal distribution—and~50!—cuspy profile. Each curve
has an arbitrary core radius and normalization. We choose to
malize the five scalar field solutions to a common amplitude at
first maximum. These solutions possessn11 maxima, followed by
a decay inr 21/2—as for any bounded object. The amplitudes of t
first inner maxima are approximately the same, while the outer o
are bigger. Forn→`, the last maximum and ther 21/2 behavior are
rejected far outside the figure, at infinity, we only see a quas
region with small oscillations.
8-6
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QUINTESSENTIAL HALOS AROUND GALAXIES PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 123528
ian regime, we are much below this scale and, for a given
(N,n), there is a unique static configuration. A stronger co
dition is that the gravitating boson system should be sta
against fission into free particles so thatM,Nm. It was
shown in@16# that this criteria is satisfied by all states in th
Newtonian limit, even for large values ofn. In that regime,
M tends towardsNm whenn→` at fixedN ~in Table I, the
precision onM̄ and N̄ is not sufficient to see this effect!.
Stability against fission is only a necessary condition. M
generally, one should check stability~i! at the classical leve
under any small perturbation leavingN unchanged, and~ii !
at the quantum level under tunneling from excited states
the fundamental state. The former analysis was perform
analytically by @17# who concludes on the stability of a
excited states—at least in the Newtonian limit. A nonpert
bative analysis was performed numerically in@21# and
yielded the opposite conclusion. However, as clearly sta
in @21#, these simulations were based on the most gen
perturbations which were, in particular, allowed to viola
the conservation of the particle numberN. Therefore, the
positive result of@17# seems to apply to our situation. As fa
as the stability under tunneling is concerned, we are
aware of any previous result. Notice anyway that, in orde
be conservative, we will only considern50 fundamental
state configurations in what follows.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

In general, reproducing the observed galactic rotat
curves amounts to modeling the contribution of many co
ponents apart from the halo and the observed luminous d
like a HI gas, a rotating bar, or bulge, etc. In order to mak
strong statement, we will restrict our analysis to the simp
case of spiral galaxies and on distances smaller than the
tical radiusr opt defined as the radius of the sphere enco
passing 83% of the luminous matter. Indeed, for spiral g
axies and on such distances, the only signific
contributions to the total density arise from a stellar d
with exponential density profile, plus the unknown dark ha
contribution; one can avoid introducing a plethora of fr
parameters describing the other components. On the bas
such considerations, Persic, Salucci, and Stel@13#—hereafter
denoted PSS—performed a detailed statistical study o
about 1100 optical and radio rotation curves. They resca
each rotation curve to the same size and amplitude by
pressing the radius asr /r opt and the speed asV(r )/V(r opt).
The rescaled curves were found to depend only on a si
parameter, the luminosity MI . Galaxies were divided into 11
classes depending on their brightnessMI and the authors
provided for each group of spirals the average rotation cu
in the ranger ,1.1r opt. They showed that for nonluminou
galaxies, rotation curves are increasing near the optica
dius while for brighter objects, they tend to become flat
even slightly decrease. This result is remarkable insofa
the dynamical contribution of the luminous disk—known
to a constant bias factorb—is slightly decreasing atr opt.
The immediate conclusion is that faint galaxies are alw
dominated by their halo whereas bright spirals only nee
very small contribution from nonluminous matter. Th
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amazing one-to-one correspondence between the disk
halo core density, depending only on one parameter~the
magnitude!, is generally called the disk-halo conspiracy.

The purpose of this article is to investigate whether or
a noninteracting massive scalar field halo may account
the universal rotation curves of PSS. To achieve this goal,
must solve once again the Einstein and Klein-Gordon eq
tions, adding to the former the contribution from the lum
nous disk. In order to keep a spherically symmetric met
we will describe the gravitational impact of the disk as if
was spherical. This approximation is reasonable provid
that the corresponding contribution to the mass budget of
system remains small—which is the case for faint spirals
the opposite case, a much more complicated metric need
be introduced in order to describe the aspherical distribu
of luminous matter. We therefore add to the time-time E
stein equation the disk density contributionr. Should the
disk be alone, the rotation curve would be@13#

V disk
2 ~r !5V disk

2 ~r opt!
1.97~r /r opt!

1.22

$~r /r opt!
210.782%1.43

. ~51!

The densityr is easily derived from a simple Newtonia
calculation

4pGr5
V disk

2

r 2
12

VdiskVdisk8

r
5Vdisk

2 ~r opt!
f ~r /r opt!

r opt
2

, ~52!

where we introduce the dimensionless function

f ~u![
4.38u20.78

$u210.782%1.43
2

5.64u1.22

$u210.782%2.43
. ~53!

Note that this profile is only valid in the range 0.04r opt,r
,2r opt since relation~51! obtains from the fit of a more
complicated expression involving modified Bessel functio
Below r ,0.04r opt, we maintain a constant density whic
would otherwise diverge. We have actually checked that
details of the disk mass density near the center do not af
our results.

Introducing the additional mass distributionr of the lu-
minous disk into the pure scalar case discussed in Sec
simply amounts to modify the time-time Einstein relatio
~25! into

2v91v821
4v8

r̄
522e2v$~11e22ū!s̄21e22vs̄821 r̄%,

~54!

where the dimensionless disk densityr̄ may be expressed a

r̄5
4pG

m2
r. ~55!

The radiusr̄ and the scalar fields̄ have been previously
defined in relation~36!. The other Einstein equation~26! as
well as the Klein-Gordon relation~24! are not affected. It is
worth studying the limit of these equations in the Newtoni
8-7
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ARBEY, LESGOURGUES, AND SALATI PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 123528
regime in order to gain intuition on their scaling behavior.
before, the relationu52v.ū applies in this regime and th
system reduces to

ū91
2

r̄
ū852s̄21 r̄, ~56!

s̄91
2

r̄
s̄852ūs̄. ~57!

Relation~40! is not modified whereas the disk mass dens
r̄ is introduced in the right-hand side term of expression~39!
to yield Eq. ~56!. As before, the scale invariance of the s
lution becomes more obvious when these relations are
pressed in terms of the quantitiesS5s̄(r )/s̄(0) and ūred

5ū(r )/s̄(0). Equations~56! and ~57! become

ūred9 1
2

x
ūred8 52S21R, ~58!

S91
2

x
S852ūredS. ~59!

The disk density enters through the dimensionless param

R5
r̄

s̄2~0!
[

4pG

m2

r

s̄2~0!
. ~60!

ShouldR vanish, the fundamentaln50 mode solution for
S(x) would be uniquely determined. Taking advantage
relations~52! and ~53! allows us to express the disk contr
bution R as

R5
V disk

2 ~r opt!

s̄~0!
H xopt

22f S x

xopt
D J . ~61!

The general scale-invariant solutionS(x) in the presence of a
disk depends now on the parameters

a[xopt5mroptAs̄~0! and g5
V disk

2 ~r opt!

s̄~0!
, ~62!

which come into play through the disk density

R$a,g%5ga22f ~x/a!. ~63!

The radial extensionxopt of the matter disk relative to the
scalar halo is accounted for by the parametera. Since the
scalar field generates a rotation curve whose magnitudeV 2

scales ass̄(0), thequantity g measures the dynamical im
pact of the disk relative to that of the halo. These parame
therefore determine the size and the mass of the disk
respect to the halo in which it is embedded. The actual s
of the entire system is specified in turn by—say—the opti
radiusr opt and the disk speedVdisk(r opt). Once the configu-
ration $a,g% is chosen, the behavior of the field—given b
the scale-invariant solutionSag(x) to the systems~58! and
12352
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~59!—is completely determined. The full rotation curv
which both disk and halo generate, may be readily deriv

With a x2 analysis, we obtain likelihood contours in th
two-dimensional2 free parameter space$a,g% shown on Fig.
2. We use only the six less luminous galaxy classes from P
since they are the most relevant probes of the halo contr
tion anda priori the closest cases to spherical symmetry
brighter galaxies require only a small halo contribution,
least inside the optical radius. The minimumx2 values are
~2.5,23.6,20.9,29.4,17.8,7.6!, and the corresponding best-fi
rotation curves are shown on Fig. 3. We will not over inte
pret the absolute value of thex2 in terms of goodness-of-fit
because we do not know the exact meaning of the data e
bars. A careful examination shows that the points are
distributed according to their very small errors, at least if t
data are to be explained by smooth curves—this is visible
instance with the third point in thêMI&5220.5 case, which
explains why the minimalx2 is only 29.4. Therefore, there i
a hint either that the errors are slightly underestimated
that the data feature small wiggles corresponding, e.g.

2The PSS data include an error bar also atr 5r opt , reflecting the
cumulated observational uncertainties at the point chosen for
caling. So, in eachx2 calculation, we must marginalize over a
overall data normalization factor, which means that we have th
free parameters and 112358 degrees of freedom.

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional likelihood contours in the$a,g%
space, for six galaxy classes ordered by growing magnitude. In
four first cases, the crosses show the best-fit models. For the
two cases, the minimum is strongly degenerate along a line ran
from a50 to a50.5. The curves correspond tox22xmin

2 53.2
~resp. 6.2!, which would give the 68%~resp. 95%! allowed region if
the experimental errors could be rigorously interpreted as 12s
Gaussian errors.
8-8
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QUINTESSENTIAL HALOS AROUND GALAXIES PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 123528
spiral arms, that should enter into a better modelization
the disk density. Anyway, even with the given error bars,
x2 are already fairly good and our scalar halo model see
to fit universal rotation curves at least as well as the t
model cold dark matter~CDM! halo used by PSS. We als
note that for the last two cases, the minimum is stron
degenerate along a line ranging froma50 to a50.5. So, for
the most luminous galaxies, the data provide only a low
bound on the halo size, while for the other cases a spe
value is preferred.

For each individual galaxy, one can restore the phys
value of the rotation velocity by adjusting the free scali
parameters̄(0). Themass of the scalar field is given by

m25
a2g

r opt
2 bV 2~r opt!

. ~64!

Here we defined the parameterb5Vdisk
2 (r opt)/V 2(r opt), cal-

culated by the code for each value of the relevant parame
$a,g%. Of course, our model can provide a powerful exp
nation for galactic rotation curves only if all galaxies can
fitted simultaneously with the same value ofm, and therefore
approximately the same angular velocityv ~in principle one
could introduce a time-dependent effective mass, w
slightly different values at large and small redshifts; ho
ever, since galaxy rotation curves have never been foun
be redshift dependent, we discard this possibility and ass
that m is constant in space and time, at least on observa
scales!. In order to test this idea, it would be natural to u
data from individual galaxies, but in doing so, one wou

FIG. 3. In each panel, the theoretical rotation curve correspo
to the$a,g% configuration that provides the best fit to the data. T
dashed lines shows the contribution of the disk, which increa
with the galaxy magnitude as for usual CDM models.
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again face the problems associated with large systematic
certainties, which motivate the PSS approach. In a first s
we plotx2 as a function ofmroptV(r opt) in Fig. 4 and remark
that the faint galaxies have a preferred mass while
brighter ones in the two last panels provide only an up
bound. Then, we assume that each synthetic universal r
tion curve is associated with a unique typical galaxy, w
average optical radius and velocity. For each class of ma
tude, we perform an average on the subsample given
PSS—see the tables in their Appendix D—and find, resp
tively, ^r optV(r opt&5710, 1100, 1900, 2500, 3200, an
4900 kpc km s21. Since we do not employ the raw 600 ga
axy data, we cannot give an error on these numbers, nor
we make a precise prediction for the mass. However, plot
the x2 as a function ofm, we find that the first four classe
are perfectly compatible with a massmP@4216#310224

eV while the two others push towards the lower end of t
interval with mP@428#310224 eV.

In Fig. 5, we plot the rotation curves obtained withm
56310224 eV.5310252 MP and minimized overg. Al-
though thex2 values are approximately 1.5 bigger than tho
of the independent best-fits of Fig. 3, the agreement with
data remains quite good. The effect of fixing the mass is
obtain more radical behaviors atr opt; for light galaxies, the
rotation curves are growing faster near the optical rad
while for bright galaxies they are even flatter. For all the
models, the total mass is close toM5531010 M( whereas
the ratio of the total radius over the optical radius—whic
respectively, encompass 83% of the total and lumino
mass—varies between 4 for̂MI&5218.5 and 1.5 for
^MI&5221.2.

s

s

FIG. 4. The constellation of$a,g% configurations is featured in
the plane (m^r optVopt&,x

2). Faint galaxies have a preferred ma
while the brighter ones in the two last panels provide only an up
bound.
8-9
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V. DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTS

In this work, we solved the Einstein and Klein-Gordo
equations for a free massive scalar field, in the presence
baryonic disk. Using the universal curves of Persic, Salu
and Stel@13#, which are based on hundreds of galaxies,
showed that a galactic halo consisting of such a Bose c
densate could explain fairly well the rotation of low
luminosity spiral galaxies. A single value of the mass,
order 6310224 eV, is compatible with galaxies of differen
magnitudes. The corresponding Compton wavelengthm
.1022 kpc is three orders of magnitudes smaller than
typical size of spirals. Indeed, the spatial extension of a s
gravitating fieldF is given approximately by 1/„AF(0) m…,
while the square root of the central field value~expressed in
Planck units! is comparable with the velocity of orbiting pa
ticles ~in units of c). Since we are dealing with speedsV
;100 km s21;1023c, there is really a factor of 103 between

FIG. 5. In each panel, the average value^r optVopt& over the cor-
responding spiral galaxies has been used to get the scalar field
m5aAg/(r optVopt). The best-fit configurations with a commo
value of the massm56310224 eV are shown in solid lines, to
gether with the observations. Again, the dashed line shows the
tribution from the disk only.
rl-
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tte

et
s,
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the Compton wavelength and the size of the halo. Note
since v.m, the light scalar fieldF rotates in its internal
space with a period of;30 yr.

We conclude that scalar fields could be a nice alterna
to CDM halo models. Our positive results concerning t
rotation curves are strengthened by other astrophysical
siderations. First, a scalar field solves naturally the dyna
cal friction issue for bared galaxies. Because it is complet
smooth, such an extended field cannot slow down the s
ning bars observed at the centers of many galaxies, as w
a granular CDM medium. Second, following Huet al. @22#,
an ultralight scalar field can avoid the excess of small-sc
structure predicted by CDM simulations near the galac
center.

Of course, several improvements are needed before
cluding that a scalar field is the best galactic dark ma
candidate on the market. First, it is necessary to extend
comparison to various types of individual galaxy rotati
curves, with the drawback that more degrees of freed
must be included in realistic modelizations of the baryo
components~gas, bulge, . . .!. This is however the only way
to obtain better constraints onm, and to find out whether a
quartic coupling, not considered in this analysis, improv
the model. In some particular cases, it would be worth tak
into account excited field configurations, which seem to
stable ~due to charge conservation! and which predict ul-
traflat rotation curves far from the core, with small wiggl
that may have already been observed~see also the claim in
@23# concerning the possible existence of discrete dynam
classes for spiral galaxy disks!. Also, in order to get a bette
view of the rotation curves in the vicinity of the core, esp
cially for bright spiral galaxies, further technical ingredien
must be passed to the equations, in order to distinguish
spherical symmetry of the halo from the quasi tw
dimensional distribution of the stars.

Finally, it would be extremely interesting to plug such
complex light scalar field into a general cosmological fram
work, and study in detail the growth of linear perturbatio
and the formation of nonlinear structures. The pioneer
discussions on such cosmological scenarios@22,24# are very
promising and suggest that many interesting developm
on scalar field dark matter should arise in the next years
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